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1. Introduction
The strobe photoelastic method is one of the representa-

tive methods for visualizing an ultrasonic field in a transparent
solid material [1,2]. When stresses occur in a solid, birefrin-
gence is generated. In the photoelastic method, a solid
sample is typically arranged between two linear polarizers (a
polarizer and an analyzer) to observe the extraordinary ray
produced by birefringence. When two polarizers are arranged
in the cross Nicol state, the extraordinary ray is transmitted
through the analyzer. The conventional ‘‘static’’ photoelastic
method and the sensitive tint method which use a continuous
light source, can visualize static stresses in transparent solids
[3–5]. If a pulse light source such as a strobe light is used,
the time transition of the propagation of ultrasonic waves can
be observed because ‘‘dynamic’’ stresses are produced by
ultrasonic waves [6–10]. The sensitive tint method is also a
useful visualization method for observing the direction of
stress in a solid, i.e., the polarities of sound pressure can
be visualized. In the sensitive tint method, birefringence is
observed via the interference color [11,12]. Therefore, the
polarities of the stresses are clearly visualized by this method
[13–15]. Figure 1 shows examples of the visualization of
longitudinal ultrasonic waves. By combining the strobe
photoelastic method and the sensitive tint method, the
dynamic properties of the propagation of ultrasonic waves
and the polarities of sound pressure can be observed at the
same time.

In this paper, a strobe photoelastic visualization system
incorporating a sensitive tint method system has been
constructed to visualize Lamb waves propagation in a glass
plate. Using this system, the time transition of S0-mode Lamb
waves propagation and the polarities of the sound pressure are
visualized. In the next section, the experimental method will
be described in detail.

2. Experimental visualization methods and results
To demonstrate the usefulness of our method, S0-mode

Lamb waves propagation is visualized in an experiment.
Figure 2 shows the visualization system for ultrasonic waves.

The glass sample used to visualize the propagation of Lamb
waves was a HOYA� glass plate with thickness, width and
length of 4.02 mm, 40 mm and 100 mm, respectively. The
longitudinal and shear velocities of the ultrasonic waves
were 5,500 m/s and 3,100 m/s, respectively. A transducer was
fabricated on the glass plate via a plastic wedge as illustrated
in the lower part of Fig. 2. This PbTiO3 transducer (Fuji
Ceramics, M-6) had a resonance frequency of 500 kHz, a
diameter and a thickness of 10 mm and 4.4 mm, respectively.
S0-mode Lamb waves were selected for use in the experiment
because S0-mode is not interfered with the other Lamb waves
modes. The group velocity and phase velocity of 500 kHz S0-
mode Lamb waves are 3,100 m/s and 4,660 m/s, respectively.
To maximize the efficiency of Lamb waves generation,
500 kHz longitudinal ultrasonic waves obliquely incident to
the glass plate via the plastic wedge were adopted to realize
the phase velocity matching condition. The incident angle
was determined to be 29�, which satisfied the phase velocity
matching condition calculated from Snell’s law [16,17].

Light from a strobe device (Sugawara Lab., NP-1A) was
expanded by a pinhole and collimated by a concave mirror.
This light source was an argon tube that emitted white light.
The flashing time and discharge tube input of the light source
were 75 ns and 17 mJ/flash, respectively. The collimated light
was incident on the glass. Two linear polarizers (a polarizer
and an analyzer) were set to the cross Nicol state. When the
glass sample exhibited birefringence as a result of stresses,
only an extraordinary ray produced by birefringence was
transmitted through the analyzer. As shown in Fig. 2, a
sensitive tint plate (550 nm) was placed between the glass
plate and the analyzer. Using the sensitive tint plate, the
retardation of the ordinary ray and the extraordinary ray
produces an interference color [18]. Therefore, the polarities
of the sound pressure of ultrasonic waves can be observed
because the retardation is different for positive and negative
sound pressures. The light transmitted through the analyzer
was captured by a CMOS camera (Artray, ARTCAM-
2000CMV-USB3) and fed to a computer. Image data from
the CMOS camera were saved as 24-bit bitmap data.

The excitation voltage signal from the function generator
(Keysight Tech., 33600A) in the setup was designed to be
500 kHz with a 30-cycle burst sine wave pulse. This signal
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was amplified to Vpp ¼ 100 V by a bipolar amplifier (NF,
HSA4101) and applied to the transducer on the glass sample.
In this experiment, the transducer was driven by a relatively
low voltage to avoid the occurrence of elastic nonlinearity of
the transducer and glass sample.

The repetition period of the burst signal was set to 10 ms.
The pulsed light was delayed by an arbitrary time using a
pulse delay unit (Sugawara Lab., FG-310) with a time
resolution of 10 ns. The repetition period (¼ 10 ms) of the
emission of light was synchronized to the acoustic excitation
period. Thereby, the time transition of ultrasonic waves
propagation can be observed by varying the delay time �T of
the delay unit. In the imaging process, the differential method
[19–21], in which the sound-off image is subtracted from
the sound-on image was used to enhance the contrast of the
image.

Figures 3(a)–3(d) show ultrasonic waves propagation
images of 30-cycle S0-mode burst sine Lamb waves for
delay times, �T , of 14 ms, 18 ms, 26 ms and 38 ms, respectively.
The time transition images show that ultrasonic waves
radiated from the transducer and propagated from the left

side to the right side of the glass plate. In these images, the
areas of red correspond to shear tensile forces and longitu-
dinal compressive forces. The areas of light blue correspond
to shear compressive forces and longitudinal tensile forces.

From the mosaic pattern in Fig. 3(d), the waveform for
the distance was obtained as shown in Fig. 4. In this graph,
the areas of red correspond to normalized positive sound
pressures. Moreover, the areas of light blue correspond to
normalized negative sound pressures. The period of the
waveform can be observed to be 9.2 mm. If this value is equal
to the wavelength � , the phase velocity can be calculated from
the product of the frequency f and � to be 4,600 m/s. This
value agrees with the phase velocity of S0-mode Lamb waves
of 4,660 m/s.

Figure 5(a) is an enlarged view of the S0-mode Lamb
waves pattern shown in Fig. 3(d). Figure 5(b) shows the
displacement vector distribution of S0-mode Lamb waves
analyzed by the finite element method (FEM) [22] carried out
under the same experimental conditions. The length of each
vector corresponds to the magnitude of the displacement. It is
clear that red and light blue correspond to shear tension and
compression, respectively. Therefore, our strobe photoelastic
system incorporating the sensitive tint method is expected to
be an effective means of understanding or interpreting Lamb
waves propagation and stress distribution.

3. Conclusions
The propagation of ultrasonic Lamb waves in a glass plate

was visualized by using a strobe photoelastic visualization
system incorporating the sensitive tint method and image
processing. The time transition images of the propagation of
ultrasonic waves in the glass were obtained. The polarities of
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Fig. 1 Examples of visualization. (a) Conventional
strobe photoelastic image, (b) sensitive tint image.
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Fig. 2 Lamb waves visualization system using strobe
photoelastic method and sensitive tint method. In the
lower part of this figure, the transducer, wedge and
glass plate are illustrated.
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Fig. 3 Visualization images of S0-mode Lamb waves in
the glass plate sample (30-cycle burst wave). (a) �T ¼
14 ms, (b) �T ¼ 18 ms, (c) �T ¼ 26 ms, (d) �T ¼ 38

ms.
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Fig. 4 Waveform obtained from Fig. 3(d).
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the sound pressure of ultrasonic waves could easily be
determined by incorporating the sensitive tint method.
Furthermore, FEM analysis was performed for comparison
with the experimental results. The experimental visualization
results were in good agreement with the results of the
analysis. In future work, a quantitative measurement system
for measuring the internal stress or sound pressure will be
developed.
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Fig. 5 Partial enlarged view (a) of S0-mode Lamb
waves in Fig. 3(d) and displacement vector distribution
(b) analyzed by FEM.
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